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INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

DAILY NEWS
EGYPT

OFFICIAL ARABIC BROADCASTER

ACCOMMODATION
Delegates are responsible for the arrangement and 
payment of their own travel and accommodation. 
Upon registering to attend this event, GTR will 
inform you of how to book accommodation at  
the Jumeirah Emirates Towers.

EXHIBITION & SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES
If you are interested in sponsoring or exhibiting  
at this event, please contact Tom Whitehead  
on +44 (0)20 8673 9666  
or twhitehead@exportagroup.com

NETWORKING WEBSITE 
At GTR, we pride ourselves on keeping you 
connected with your community and increasing 
your networking opportunities at our events.  
To help you do this, we have launched a 
networking website for registered delegates. 

Two weeks before the conference you will be  
sent a username and password letting you  
log-in to the site – there you will be able to 
contact other delegates, making it easier  
to organise those crucial meetings.

  Join the discussion on Twitter before, 
during and after the event with our  
official conference hashtag: #METFW

  Join the ‘Trade Finance Forum’ LinkedIn 
networking group for post-conference 
discussion, news & competitions.  
Follow ‘Exporta Group’ for the  
latest company updates.

SPONSOR MESSAGE
Codix provides worldwide the iMX software solution that handles commercial, 
corporate and trade finance including: Factoring, ID, ABL, PO and Supply 
Chain/Inventory Finance, Reverse, Loans, Credit cards, etc., as well as 
sophisticated client accounts management and debt collection capabilities. All 
of these products are managed in one centralized multilingual and multientities 
solution, iMX, based on a flexible business rules event driven engine. iMX also 
offers native integration with imaging, SMS, emails, telephony, FCI, IFG, major 
Credit Insurers messaging systems and information databases. Codix delivers 
the iMX solution with all customization and integration services provided on 
fixed price basis www.codix.eu

Venue:  Jumeirah Emirates Towers 
Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai, PO Box 721 
United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 4 330 0000

Fax:  +971 4 330 3030

Web:  www.jumeirah.com

VENUE DETAILS

EVENING NETWORKING  
RECEPTION
Date: February 25, 2014 
Time:  17.00
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THE WORLD’S LEADING TRADE  
FINANCE PUBLICATIONS AND EVENTS
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SUBSCRIBE NOW AND GET: 
�O six print issues of GTR each year

�O annual GTR supplements

�O annual GTR Directory

�O weekly GTR eNews

�O mobile subscription to GTR

�O full access to web archive

�O access to features on www.gtreview.com

GTR NOW 
AVAILABLE 
AS A FREE 

iPHONE AND 
iPAD APP

CONTACT BEATRICE BOLDINI AT SUBS@EXPORTAGROUP.COM  
OR CALL +44 20 8772 3009 FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL
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MEDIA KIT
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EXPORTERS’ OUTLOOK
Understanding regulation in 2014

GLOBAL HEADS ROUNDTABLE
Observing a shifting landscape

published by

Directory
2013-14

2013’s VITAL STATISTICS

40%
40% CORPORATES & TRADERS
26% BANKS & FINANCIERS
9%  INSURERS & RISK ANALYSTS
5% ECAS & MULTILATERALS
5% MEDIA
5% LEGAL
5% GOVT ORG & PUBLIC BODIES
5% SOLUTION PROVIDERS

SECTORS REPRESENTED IN 2013

HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2014

11th Annual Middle East Trade  
& Export Finance Conference1

ICC Regional Banking Commission 
Mena Technology Forum2

 Supply Chain Masterclass3 EMEA Finance Middle East 
Banking Awards 20134

Official Middle East Trade 
Finance Week App5

As one of the longest-running and most established events 
on the Mena calendar, the event has built an unsurpassed 
reputation for bringing together all leading trade and export 
finance professionals under one roof.

COMPANIES 
REPRESENTED 

193
COUNTRIES 

REPRESENTED  

26

DELEGATES 
ATTENDED 

363

EVENT DETAILS



08.00  REGISTRATION AND REFRESHMENTS

08.55  Chairman’s opening remarks
Richard Dean, Journalist & Broadcaster

09.00  Welcome address
Sonam Kapadia, Executive Director, Head of Trade Finance, 
Middle East & North Africa, J.P. Morgan

09.05  Keynote address: Creating the right environment  
for trade
Atiq Juma Nassib, Senior Director, Commercial Services 
Sector, Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry (DCCI)
�O Highlighting the success of UAE Government efforts to  
grow trade volumes within the non-oil and gas sectors,  
both within and outside the free zone: Which industry  
sectors have benefitted from specific investment?

�O How the establishment of Dubai’s role as a trade hub has 
enabled trading companies to reach further into the global 
supply chain for entering key markets such as Asia?

�O Assessing the role that local banks have to play in supporting 
their clients in new markets and the role of international 
partnerships and trade missions in knowledge-sharing

�O Aligning global and regional rules and standards for 
conducting trade through the establishment of regional 
commissions and regular dialogue with global policy makers

09.30  Increasing trade and export growth through 
development of the SME sector
Moderator: Margrith Lütschg-Emmenegger, President, 
FIMBank
Fadi Malas, Chief Executive Officer, Just Falafel 
(ranked No 1 in Dubai SME 100)
Nishit Dadia, Managing Director, Power Control
Krysta Fox, Director, Free Zone, Dubai Multi  
Commodities Centre (DMCC)
Massimo Falcioni, Chief Executive Officer, GCC,  
Euler Hermes
Francois Dotta, Head of Trade & Commodity Finance, Partner, 
EuroFin Asia Group
�O What is the current lending criteria being used for SMEs by 
banks and is this limited to only a select group of companies? 
What challenges do capital adequacy ratios present here?

�O Which measures are being taken to bring more into the 
‘bankable’ group (regulation, education, promotion)?

�O What role do governmental organisations have to play here and 
are they doing enough to foster a ‘spirit of entrepreneurship’ 
through financing incentives and improved knowledge sharing?

�O How does the international bank approach differ to local 
institutions and is that likely to change? Are internationals 
being more selective and if so who is picking up the slack?

�O Is the focus on SMEs likely to be adopted on a regional  
level across Mena or are such initiatives likely to be  
limited to the UAE?

�O How do the structures available to SMEs in the GCC  
compare with those available in other export-focused  
markets such as Germany?

10.20 NETWORKING BREAK 

11.00  What do the efforts to position Dubai as a re-export 
centre really mean for companies?
Ashraf Mahate, Head of Export Market Intelligence,  
Dubai Exports
�O Is the vision for positioning Dubai as a re-export centre 
primarily due to relative lack of domestic consumption?  
Is this strictly on a regional basis or are there plans to expand 
further afield? 

�O What are the key characteristics that provide an advantage for 
such a role? Is this mainly restricted to the consumer market  
or is greater diversification being achieved?

�O ‘A strategic crossroads’: How has access to the wider Mena 
region and Europe increased the appeal of Dubai-based 
companies to exporters from lucrative markets such as Asia 
and Africa?

11.25 DEMYSTIFYING ISLAMIC TRADE FINANCE

Moderator: Ehsaan Ahmed, Global Transaction Services  
& SME Head, Noor Islamic Bank
Hani Salem Sonbol, Deputy Chief Executive Officer,  
Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC)
Paul Boots, Director, Tradeflow, Dubai Multi Commodities 
Centre (DMCC)
K. Nizardeen, Head of Trade Services, Al Hilal Bank
This interactive case study will consider the significance of 
recent government announcements on plans to grow the 
sector, considering the political and regulatory measures being 
implemented to aid this, the significant of technology platforms 
such as DMCC Tradeflow, new structures being explored 
between Islamic and conventional banks as new players 
enter the market, and efforts to improve awareness of Islamic 
products in areas such as warehouse finance, reshipment 
solutions, currency hedging, commodity trading, factoring  
and credit insurance.*

12.05  Do the trade finance structures and offerings 
currently available for Mena corporates need to 
improve?
Moderator: Martin Knott, Managing Director, Head of Trade 
and Supply Chain Finance, EMEA - Global Treasury Solutions, 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Sanjoe Mathew, Associate Director, Middle East, Huawei  
Tech UAE
Kamel Alzarka, Chairman, Falcon Group
Bassam Azab, Regional Head of Business Development, 
GCC, Menafactors
Sunder Khithani, Group Senior Manager, Banking & 
Operations, Danube Group
Khemais El-Gazzah, Chief Operating Officer, Islamic 
Corporation for Insurance of Investments and Export  
Credits (ICIEC) 
�O Is there a lack of sophistication in the structuring solutions 
currently being made available compared to other markets 
such as London and Singapore?

�O Are we likely to continue seeing the development of open 
account transactions at the expense of documentary credit? 
Does this indicate an easing of market conditions post-crisis? 
Is business still being done on a ‘name-lending’ basis?

�O What role can trade credit and export credit insurance  
play when conducting business in more volatile markets?  
Do insurers need to be bolder?

�O Can alternative trade finance offerings assist to improve 
funding for companies in the Mena region?

�O Are banks less keen to take risks than they should be when  
it comes to receivables financing? Are the right solutions  
being provided to support suppliers?

�O Has there been an improvement on both sides in the 
understanding of how banks, insurers and other providers  
can better work together to greater benefit? 

12.55  LUNCH HOSTED BY

*QUESTIONS FROM DELEGATES CAN BE SUBMITTED 
BEFORE THE CONFERENCE. 

PLEASE SEND TO ASKTHEPANEL@EXPORTAGROUP.COM

“Very useful opportunity 
to meet key corporate and 
financial players in the region.”
M. Marnell, Mizuho Corporate Bank

Conference Day 1: Tuesday, February 25

AGENDA



15.50  Changing priorities: Has there been a shift in 
mindset on the issues of risk, regulation and 
compliance?
Moderator: Farrukh Siddiqui, Managing Director, Treasury 
Services, Sub-Sahara Africa, J.P. Morgan
Amer Al-Jabri, Chief Financial Officer, Oman Gas Company
Neil Ross, Regional Manager, Emea Trade Credit, AIG
Mamoon Khan, Partner, Banking & Finance, Al Tamimi  
& Company
Herman Annink, Partner, Philip Sidney
Shehzad Sharjeel, Regional Head of Trade, Middle East & 
North Africa, International Finance Corporation (IFC)
�O Examining the new ways in which companies are deploying 
resources to ensure compliance with regulatory authorities 
over issues such as counterparty/vendor registration and 
payment processes

�O How has a more stringent regulatory environment increased 
emphasis on the role of trade credit insurance? Has this led to 
greater innovation in the product as banks look to limit exposure?

�O What impact has the current regulatory environment had when 
it comes to non-payment risk? Is there still a lack of access to 
meaningful information on both buyers and sellers?

�O No longer ‘one size fits all’: Are different approaches being 
adopted for different markets when it comes to KYC practice

�O Sanctions: Who’s currently on the sanctions list? Is there 
sufficient information and guidance available to avoid falling 
foul? What role do the regulators have to play here?

BREAK-OUT SESSION

14.20  Comparing regional approaches towards 
construction and infrastructure initiatives
Moderator: Tim Evans, Regional Head of Trade &  
Receivables Finance, Mena, HSBC
Rod Stewart, Managing Director, Middle East, Atkins
Debbie Barbour, Partner, DLA Piper Middle East
Faraz Haider, Head of Trade Finance, Middle East,  
Pakistan & Turkey, Treasury & Trade Solutions, Citi
Andrew Jeffery, Director, Infrastructure & Capital  
Projects, Deloitte & Touche Middle East
�O Examining the differing roles of local and international banks  
in funding regional projects and how they have evolved: How 
has this impacted on ECA participation levels?

�O Is the innovation found in the planning of regional projects 
reflected in the financing strategies employed? What examples 
can be provided? What of the PPP model being used in Kuwait?

�O Has there been a clear movement away from contractor 
involvement in the UAE real estate sector to more energy-
based projects in markets such as Qatar and Saudi?

�O Structuring deals and resolving disputes: What are the main 
legal and regulatory challenges faced by the lawyer within  
the sector? How are the main things that can go wrong?

�O Can we expect to see more renewable energy projects  
being undertaken or are they still in the significant  
minority and more an exercise in PR?

�O Is the risk appetite still there within the construction sector 
when it comes to new opportunities? Is there enough realism 
in the tendering for projects? Is it a ‘closed market’?

15.50  STRUCTURED NETWORKING SESSIONS

Recognising the importance of networking and business 
interaction to making any event a success, this segment of 
the conference will provide the opportunity for delegates to 
conduct discussions on a range of themes, within a more 
relaxed setting.

17.00 EVENING NETWORKING RECEPTION HOSTED BY

15.20 NETWORKING BREAK

PLENARY SESSION

14.20  Regional growth prospects and risks
Rebecca Harding, Chief Executive Officer, Delta Economics  
to be interviewed by Shannon Manders, Editor, Global  
Trade Review (GTR)
This in-depth macroeconomic overview/interview will survey the 
outlook for 2014 and beyond for a number of countries in the 
region, as the process of economic, political and social change 
continues apace. Three years on from the Arab Spring, the 
session will consider what the future holds for the likes of Egypt, 
Libya, Syria and Bahrain, and the role trade will play in developing 
their economies. Focus will also be placed on markets such as 
Lebanon, Jordan and Morocco, as they look to capitalise on flows 
by establishing themselves as centres for trade facilitation. *

14.50  Is the BPO needed and will it take off?
André Casterman, Head of Corporate & Supply  
Chain Markets, Swift
Enrico Camerinelli, Senior Analyst, Aite Group
This Oxford-style debate will examine one of the most pressing 
and prevalent topics in the marketplace today, the Bank 
Payment Obligation. With most institutions looking at adoption 
to some extent but with an apparent lack of awareness among 
practitioners as to its full workings, the session will consider 
whether a critical mass is needed in terms of how to take things 
forward? Is a franker discussion required among the banking 
community to progress the conversation? *

SELECT FROM PLENARY AND BREAK-OUT SESSIONS

SELECT FROM MAIN ROOM AND NETWORKING SESSIONS

AGENDA



Conference Day 2: Wednesday, February 26
08.15  COFFEE AND REFRESHMENTS

09.05   ‘A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A TREASURER’

Anil Dudani, Head of Treasury, Dragon Oil & Gas
This informative case study will highlight the many different 
challenges being faced by the modern day treasurer working 
within the oil and gas sector. Key themes include funding 
challenges, changing bank relationships, regulatory pressures, 
the growing role of capital markets, forming contracts, 
establishing joint ventures and managing production-sharing 
agreements.*

09.25   PROFILE: PRECIOUS METALS TRADING 

Peter Meeus, Chairman, Dubai Diamond Exchange
Jeffrey Rhodes, Founder & Managing Consultant,  
Rhodes Precious Metals Consultancy DMCC
With Dubai now firmly established as one of the fastest 
growing hubs for gold and diamond trading, this session will 
examine the key issues surrounding precious metals trade, 
including the role of exchanges and other strategic initiatives, 
pricing trends, ETF investment demand, bank willingness to 
lend to traders, storage issues, and performance as an asset 
class when set against other key commodities.*

09.55  Is there an absence of structured trade and 
commodity finance in the Mena region and  
if so why?
Moderator: Farrukh Zain, Director, Head of Trade  
Sales, MENA, Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Andre Soumah, Chairman, Ace Global Depository
Mohammed Owais Diyan, Head of Operations, Dubai  
Office, Islamic Corporation for Insurance of Investments & 
Export Credits (ICIEC)
Ali Shafqat, Head of Commodity & Structured Trade Finance, 
Mena,Trade & Receivables Finance, HSBC
Nasser Al-Thekair, Assistant General Manager, Corporate & 
Structured Finance, International Islamic Trade Finance (ITFC)
Aashish Pitale, Group Treasurer, Essar Group
�O Highlighting the main risks faced by commodity traders and 
trading companies when conducting business in the region: 
Has there been a significant change here?

�O Are banks doing evolving with the needs of their clients when it 
comes to pre-export and inventory financing techniques? How 
does this compare between local and international institutions?

�O To what extent has the DMCC Tradeflow initiative succeeded 
in creating a uniform regulatory framework and standardised 
set of rules? What does this mean in real terms for trading 
companies?

�O Examining the changing role of third parties such as insurers 
and collateral managers: Are they now providing more options 
and are these offerings likely to increase?

�O What is needed to bring the regional STCF market in line with 
other global commodity trading centres?

10.40 NETWORKING BREAK

11.10 Africa’s growing role in the West-East trade corridor
Moderator: Farrukh Siddiqui, Managing Director,  
Treasury Services, Sub-Sahara Africa, J.P. Morgan 
Arnaud Roumilhac, Director of Administration & Finance, 
Sucden Middle East
Konstantinos Hatzikyriakos, Head of Treasury, Middle East & 
Africa, Louis Dreyfus Commodities
Suresh Vaidhyanathan, Group CFO, Platinum Corporation
Babajide Bode-Harrison, Assistant Director, Structured Trade 
Commodity Finance, FBN Bank
Rupert Cutler, Managing Director, Financial & Political Risks, 
Newman Martin & Buchan 
�O Examining the benefits enjoyed by Middle East exporters as 
a result of a greater widening of the West-East trade corridor 

both in terms of commodities and consumer goods: What 
counter opportunities are there for African companies?

�O What needs to be done to overcome the challenges faced 
in extending relations in Africa be they legal, political or 
infrastructural? What role do banks and legal advisors have to 
play here?

�O Are Mena banks becoming more involved in African 
syndications as a result of greater engagement between the 
two regions? Is an ‘on the ground’ presence in Africa seen as 
key or are people adopting a ‘case by case’ approach?

�O Is the full trading potential of Africa being suitable explored or 
is the focus still predominantly on the larger markets such as 
Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa?

�O How significant are the OECD Due Diligence Guidelines on 
commodity sourcing for traders and banks looking to enter 
‘high-risk’ African markets?

12.00  Adopting a practical approach to emerging market 
risk management
Trevor Charsley, Global Payment & Risk Management 
Solutions, AFEX
�O Examining the differing structures companies are using and 
explaining how mistakes can happen

�O Improving awareness of foreign exchange risk and developing 
a currency risk strategy

�O Providing assistance on additional related issues such as VAT 
and tax: How important is it to find the right specialist advice?

�O ‘Doing your homework’: Keeping informed of the incentives 
provided for trading in local currency and ease of moving 
money

�O How significant are technology infrastructure considerations 
when it comes to getting paid in new markets?

12.25  Is the region ready to embrace supply chain 
innovation?
Moderator: Imre Gorzsas, Assistant General Manager,  
Global Transaction Banking, QNB
Sriram Ganeshan, Chief Financial Officer, Redington Gulf
Jim Leonard, Senior Vice-President, Finacity
Peter Hazou, Head of Market Management for Treasury 
Services, Emea, BNY Mellon
Rajesh Gupta, Senior Vice-President & Head, Transaction  
& Commercial Banking, First Gulf Bank
Ravi Kumar, Senior Manager, Projects & Business Innovation, 
Dubai Trade
�O Discussing the potential uptake of supply chain finance in 
the GCC: Are companies fully aware of both the benefits and 
potential risks in what is still a paper-orientated market?

�O Exploring the potential for portfolio-based open account trade 
financing structures with various credit enhancements versus 
individual borrower credit analysis

�O Are we likely to witness an increase in the securitisation of 
trade receivables as a more viable option for corporates? How 
does the process work and when can it be used?

�O How effective have E-Government initiatives proved in 
increasing investment in trade hub infrastructure and 
developing electronic channels? Are automation targets 
achievable?

�O Is there sufficient legal infrastructure in the market when it 
comes to supply chain finance? Can greater jurisdictional 
oversight be applied without hindering business growth?

13.15 LUNCH HOSTED BY

Managing Credit
and Political Risk

*QUESTIONS FROM DELEGATES CAN BE SUBMITTED 
BEFORE THE CONFERENCE. 

PLEASE SEND TO ASKTHEPANEL@EXPORTAGROUP.COM

AGENDA



For more details please contact: david.bischof@iccwbo.org

Regional Banking Commission MENA 

Next Generation Technology in Trade Finance  
An ICC Regional Banking Commission Forum 
Conference Day 2: Wednesday, February 26
Following on from the successful launch event in 2013 and held in partnership with Dubai Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry, the ICC Regional Banking Commission MENA will be hosting a special Supply Chain Technology Forum as 
part of Middle East Trade Finance Week 2014.

Good platform to hear from and network with top financial 
executives on present issues and further growth of the industry.”
S.C. Jain, Swiss Singapore Overseas Enterprise

CONTENT
As the global trading landscape is changing, evident by 
emerging market growth, new south-south trade flows and 
the shift to a new business oriented model seeking greater 
efficiencies in the post-crisis period, new technologies 
and innovations will play an increasing role in supply chain 
finance. New standards, such as the ICC uniform rules 
for Bank Payment Obligations, and new technologies to 
streamline documentation and provide enhance financing 
and mitigation solutions to protect the supply chain are  
now available.

In this Forum, leading experts will discuss innovative and 
cutting-edge solutions in order to expose greater yields  
from the global supply chain finance. The panelists will 
discuss corporate priorities and solution requirements,  
open account trends, mitigation and protection solutions, 
efficient use of technologies, etc.

SPEAKERS
Moderator: Vincent O’Brien, Executive Committee Member,  
ICC Banking Commission

André Casterman, Head of Corporate & Supply Chain  
Markets, Swift

Digby Bennett, Regional Director, Middle East, Africa &  
Australia, China Systems

EVENT DETAILS

DATE: Wednesday, February 26 (Day 2 of GTR’s 
Middle East Trade Finance Week)

LOCATION: Jumeirah Emirates Towers, Dubai

ARRIVAL TIME: 14.30
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MIDDLE EAST TRADE  
FINANCE WEEK APP

www.tfweek.com

“The use of technology at the 
conference was great and made 
for greater audience participation. 
The interaction was excellent. 
Very professionally done.”
L. Nkoya, Zanaco

“The app was a really nice 
addition – more interactive!”
I. Littorin, SEB

�O AGENDA 
Plan your time appropriately by highlighting your favourite 
sections, make notes on sessions and identify who’s 
speaking and when.

�O SPONSORS 
Keep track of all sponsors and partners and make notes 
on specific supporters if you wish.

�O SPEAKERS 
Scroll through all event speakers, read their bios, find  
out where and when they’re on stage and make notes  
on specific participants.

�O SOCIAL MEDIA 
Get involved in the social media buzz on Twitter 
(#METFW) and LinkedIn.

�O LIVE POLLING 
Take part in live polling questionnaires and provide 
feedback on panels and sessions in real time.

�O INFO BOOTH 
View the exhibition area floor plan, venue details, 
networking reception invites and any other information  
you may need.

To view the app start your QR 
scanner and point it to the QR 
code above, or visit www.tfweek.
com. No download is required.

APP SPONSORED BY



Bookable seperately or as part of the full Middle East Trade Finance Week package.  
There are a limited 40 spaces available, so early booking is strongly advised.

If you are interested in finding out more about this workshop, please contact  
Tom Whitehead on +44 (0)20 8673 9666 or twhitehead@exportagroup.com

About the Working Group Leaders
Steven van der Hooft
Steven gained experience in the field of supply chain finance 
while working at ING and as a senior consultant at Capgemini 
Consulting. As a business development manager at Involvation 
Interactive, Steven focuses on the international rollout of The 
Cool Connection, a web-based training tool that is used to 
bridge the physical and financial supply chain, both as a trainer 
and commercially. Next to that, Steven is responsible for a Dutch 
project, as part of the international supply chain finance community, 
to introduce the concept of supply chain finance to the logistical 
sector in the Netherlands.

Joost Bergen
Joost has many years of experience in international Corporate 
Treasury, Cash Management and Financial Supply Chain areas. 
He is owner and Senior Advisor of Cash Dynamics – a boutique 
advisory firm – and is involved and responsible for assignments for 
both the corporate treasury and cash management organization, 
as well as with the transaction banking and coverage organisation 
of banks. As an experienced advisor he has worked for many listed 
and non-listed MNCs, as well as several well-known international 
banks in Europe, North America and Asia. Joost is lecturer for 
the Amsterdam Business School (UVA) and is co-author of the 
International Cash Management Handbook.

Supply Chain Masterclass: Thursday, February 27
This workshop is structured around an innovative web-based solution. It engages participants in making  
strategic decisions in the management of a manufacturing company specialising in personal care products. 

Working in teams of four, participants will represent the functional roles of sales, purchasing, supply chain and finance.  
They will be confronted with various real-life, real-time dilemmas. Cross-functional understanding and collaboration are  
key components, as teams work together to turn the company around. Find out more at www.thecoolconnection.org

09.00 Opening remarks
Steven van der Hooft, Business Development Manager, 
Involvation Interactive

09.15   EXPERT ANALYSIS

Vineet Gupta, Assistant Treasurer, Octal Petrochemicals
This opening presentation will offer key insight on some of 
the leading issues within the corporate treasury function, 
incorporating sales, procurement, operations and finance,  
as well drawing on experiences and highlighting challenges  
in achieving internal alignment within the supply chain.

10.00  Working Group: Experiencing misalignment:  
The dilemmas faced
�O Examining the effect of physical and financial constraints 
�O Working capital management issues such as:

�O Dealing with customers: Frequent sales dilemmas  
including inventory vs client service level, credit risk vs 
increased sales

�O Dealing with suppliers: Purchasing dilemmas such as cost, 
delivery reliability and inventory

�O Dealing with banks: Limits, collateral and cash flow volatility

11.30  NETWORKING BREAK

12.00  Working Group: Strategy into action: Linking the 
physical and financial supply chain
�O   How can supply chain strategy be aligned to competitive 

strategy?
�O   High volume low cost vs high value agile strategy:  

The implications
�O   How can supply chain strategy be translated into the  

principles of inventory management and safety stock?

12.45  NETWORKING LUNCH

13.45  Working Group: Complexity in international  
supply chains
�O   Dealing with distant customers
�O   Sourcing from distant suppliers and the effect on working 

capital and delivery risk
�O   Selling to distant customers and the choice of payment 

instruments and INCO Terms
�O   A comprehensive overview of the dilemmas faced when dealing 

with credit limits, payment instruments and INCO terms
�O   Cash flow management and credit risk management when 

dealing with international business partners

15.15  NETWORKING BREAK

15.30 Working Group: Financial supply chain collaboration 
�O What options exist to support your supply chain from a financial 
perspective?

�O What are the characteristics of a typical supply chain finance 
solution?

�O Examining the impact of these financial arrangements on your 
day to day operations 

17.00 Day finishes

by

“The ‘supply chain master-class’ 
workshop is very beneficial and 
relevant to those in the trading 
business such as ours.”
Toepfer International

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

AGENDA



For more information please contact Christopher Moore at  
cmoore@emeafinance.com or call on +44 (020) 8123 0189.

 Awards Ceremony
Wednesday, February 26, 2014 

Jumeirah Emirates Towers, Dubai 
Time: 19.00

Dress code: Business attire / National dress

Join us for EMEA Finance magazine’s sixth annual Middle East Banking  
Awards ceremony, celebrating the achievements of the region’s commercial  

and investment banks, asset managers, lawyers and brokers.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT THE EVENTS TEAM  
AT EVENTS@EXPORTAGROUP.COM OR VISIT WWW.EXPORTAGROUP.COM

UPCOMING EVENTS

GTR NOW 
AVAILABLE 
AS A FREE 

iPHONE AND 
iPAD APP

Libya Trade & Infrastructure  
Finance Conference
February 6, 2014 
Istanbul, Turkey

7th Annual Russia & CIS Trade  
& Export Finance Conference
February 11, 2014 
Moscow, Russia

10th Annual India Trade  
& Export Finance Conference
February 12, 2014 
Mumbai, India

Middle East Trade  
Finance Week 2014
February 25-27, 2014 
Dubai, UAE

Africa Trade Finance Week 2014
March 17-19, 2014 
Cape Town, South Africa

8th Annual Turkey Trade  
& Export Finance Conference
March 25-26, 2014 
Istanbul, Turkey

4th Annual Brazil & Latin America Trade 
& Commodity Finance Conference
April 9-10, 2014 
São Paulo, Brazil

3rd Annual Indonesia Trade & 
Commodity Finance Conference
April 24, 2014 
Jakarta, Indonesia

GTR Leaders in Trade Awards 2013 
Charity Awards Dinner
April 30, 2014 
London, UK

THE WORLD’S LEADING 
TRADE FINANCE EVENTS 
AND PUBLICATIONS. 

UK Trade & Export  
Finance Conference
Birmingham, UK
June 4, 2014

Global Commodity Trade 
Finance Conference
Lugano, Switzerland
September 18, 2014

Africa Trade Finance  
Week 2014
Cape Town, South Africa
March 17-19, 2014

2nd Annual North America Trade 
& Export Finance Conference
New York, US 
June 19, 2014

Asia Trade Finance 
Week 2014
Singapore
September 8-10, 2014

Europe Trade Finance 
Week 2014
Hamburg, Germany
June 11-13, 2014

8th Annual Turkey Trade & 
Export Finance Conference
Istanbul, Turkey 
March 25-26, 2014

Libya Trade & Infrastructure 
Finance Conference
Istanbul, Turkey
February 6, 2014

twitter.com/gtr_events



DELEGATE INFORMATION
For multiple bookings please email events@exportagroup.com

Title: (please tick) 

Mr  Mrs  Ms  Miss  Dr 

First name

Last name

Job title

Department

Organisation

Address

Postcode/Zip

Country

Telephone

Facsimile

Email

Signature

I can confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions below.  

4 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER

Email: events@exportagroup.com  
or visit www.exportagroup.com

Facsimile: Fax this completed form back to +44 (0)20 8673 8662

Telephone: +44 (0)20 8673 9666

Post: GTR Events, 4 Hillgate Place, London SW12 9ER, UK

TERMS & CONDITIONS
1.  Bookings can be submitted at any stage 

prior to the event, subject to availability. 

2.  Payment must be received in full prior to 
the conference.

3.  All speakers are correct at the time of 
printing, but are subject to variation without 
notice.

4.  If the delegate cancels after the booking 
has been accepted, the delegate will be 
liable for the following charges:

the event will incur an administration fee of 
10% of the full amount.

prior to the event, the full delegate rate must 
be paid and no refunds will be available.

5.  All bookings submitted by e-mail, fax, post 
or over the telephone are subject to these 
booking conditions.

6.  All cancellations must be received in writing.

7.  Exporta Publishing & Events Ltd will not 
be held liable for circumstances beyond its 
control which lead to the cancellation or 
variation of the programme.

We would like to keep you informed (via 
e-mail, mail or otherwise) about our products 
and services which we consider may be of 
interest to you.

  If you do not wish Exporta to use your 
information for marketing purposes,  
please tick this box.

MIDDLE EAST TRADE FINANCE WEEK 2014 
FEBRUARY 25-27, 2014

PRICING DETAILS

Package (Conference & Supply Chain Masterclass):
Standard rate US$2699 
Corporate rate US$1619 
(Exporters, importers, traders, manufacturers and producers of physical goods)

Conference only (February 25-26, 2014):
Standard rate US$2199 
Corporate rate US$999 

Supply Chain Masterclass only (February 27, 2014):  US$799 

Early booking discount 10% discount 
I am booking before January 31, 2014 and would like  
to claim a 10% early booking discount

Multi-booking discount 15% discount 
15% off second or any subsequent booking received from  
the same company and office booked at the same time

Can’t make the conference?  US$150 
Conference delegate pack, comprising all speaker  
presentations and bios in both hard copy and online formats

Please choose between Plenary and Break-out session Plenary 
 Break-out 

PAYMENT DETAILS

 Please invoice me for this event

 Payment enclosed

Booking code 

Card type 

Please tick credit card type (NB: We do not accept American Express credit cards)

    

Card number

Expiry date V2N No

 MM/YY 

Cardholder’s name

Company VAT number

Cardholder’s signature

Cardholder’s address


